Abstract. Let R be an associative ring with unit and denote by K(R-Proj) the homotopy category of complexes of projective left R-modules. Neeman proved the theorem that K(R-Proj) is ℵ1-compactly generated, with the category K + (R-proj) of left bounded complexes of finitely generated projective R-modules providing an essentially small class of such generators. Another proof of Neeman's theorem is explained, using recent ideas of Christensen and Holm, and Emmanouil. The strategy of the proof is to show that every complex in
The main consequence of Equality (1) is that the category K(R-Proj) is an ℵ 1 -compactly generated triangulated category. This kind of theorem was first proved by P. Jørgensen [5, Theorem 2.4] in the special case of a (left and right) coherent ring over which every flat left R-module has finite projective dimension.
In this note, we use a different strategy to prove Equation (1) . Theorem 1 implies that the the triangulated category K + (R-proj) is ℵ 1 -compactly generated, and so satisfies the Brown Representability Theorem (see [6, Theorem 8.3.3.] ). The inclusion K + (R-proj) ⊆ K(R-Flat) of triangulated categories therefore [6, Proposition 9.1.19] admits a Bousfield localization. Recall [6, Theorem 9.1.13.] that when such a localization exists, then every complex P · ∈ K(R-Flat) is part of a distinguished triangle
where J · ∈ K + (R-proj) , and the mapping cone C(u · ) of u · belongs to the right orthogonal subcategory
Emmanouil [3] provides a comprehensive treatment of the subcategory F ⊆ K(R-Flat) of pure acyclic complexes (see definition below) and proves a lemma [3, Lemma 3.4 ] that implies
This clearly implies that K + (R-proj) ⊥ ⊆ F.
To complete the proof of Equality (1), assuming the inclusion (2) , it suffices to show that if P · ∈ K(R-Proj), then the mapping cone C(u · ) = 0; for then
, the mapping cone C(u · ) also belongs to K(R-Proj). Let us employ an interesting observation of Christensen and Holm [2] to show that
and therefore that C(u · ) = 0.
The argument depends on the result of Benson and Goodearl [1] that every periodic flat module is projective. Recall that a module M is periodic if it is isomorphic to its own syzygy: there is a short exact sequence
where P is a projective R-module. Suppose that P · : · · · → P n−1 → P n → P n+1 → · · · is a pure exact complex of projective R-modules. Every syzygy Z n ⊆ P n is a pure submodule of a projective module, and therefore flat. Consider the complex ⊕ n∈Z P · [n] associated to P · , defined as the coproduct of all the iterated suspensions and desuspensions of P · . It is a repeating complex with the same projective module P = ⊕ k∈Z P k in every degree and the same flat syzygy F = ⊕ k∈Z Z k in every degree. The flat module F is therefore periodic, and hence projective. Each of its summands Z k is then projective, so that the complex P · is contractible and P · = 0 in K(R-Flat).
Let us conclude with some remarks on the inclusion (2) . Recall that an exact complex Y · of Rmodules is pure acyclic if the constituent short exact sequences are pure exact. Equivalently, if C is a finitely presented module (concentrated in degree 0) and integer n ∈ Z, then Hom
If f : C · → F · is a morphism of complexes where F · is a complex of flat modules and C · a left bounded complex of finitely presented modules, then Emmanouil inductively builds [3, Lemma 3.4] a left bounded complex P · of finitely generated modules projective modules such that f factors through P · . This implies, in particular, that if F · belongs to K + (R-proj) ⊥ ⊆ K(R-Flat), then it must be pure acyclic. His proof does not spell out the initial step of the induction, but this is not a problem; one just backs up by two degrees with a finite projective presentation
and continues the induction as explained in the proof of [3, Lemma 3.2]. The anonymous referee suggests an illuminating proof of the converse inclusion
The idea is to express a complex
of finitely generated projective modules as the direct limit of its soft truncations
. Moreover, the short exact sequence of chain morphisms
is chainwise split, which, by [4, Proposition 4 .15], yields the triangle
To prove that a pure acyclic complex F · belongs to K(R-proj) ⊥ , it suffices to verify that for every integer n,
Consider the truncation
The obvious short exact sequence of chain morphisms
induces a distinguished triangle in K(R-Mod). Since F · is pure acyclic and each τ ≤n (P · ) is a right bounded complex of projective modules, it follows that
By applying the functor Hom K (−, F · ) to the induced triangle one obtains that Hom K (σ ≤n (P · ), F · ) = 0, as required.
Together, these elegant ideas of Emmanouil and the referee provide us with a new proof of Neeman's equality [7, Theorem 8.6] K(R-Proj) ⊥ = F.
Clearly, K(R-Proj) ⊥ ⊆ K + (R-proj) ⊥ = F. On the other hand, K + (R-proj) ⊥ ⊆ F implies that K(R-Proj) ⊥ = K + (R-proj) ⊥ ⊆ F, by Equality (1).
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